
Building Process for Custom Built PCs


Process: Are you in the market for a gaming or custom built desktop that is tailored to 
your needs? We can build a complete PC for you, whether or not you're using it for 
office work or high end gaming. To start the process, please get in touch with us. We 
want to ensure that we do not charge you for a component that you do not need. As 
such, when you call us, we may ask you a few questions such as “How are you using 
the PC?”, “How long do you expect this PC to last?”. These questions will help us 
determine the right components for your PC. 


We will send you a detailed quote that lists all components and pricing. From there, it is 
completely up to you how you’d like to go about purchasing. Most of our clients 
choose to purchase the parts on their own, and then have the parts shipped to our 
business. Once all parts are received, the PC is built with great attention to detail and 
aesthetics. 


You can expect a PC that will have 


• Organized Wiring


• Genuine Copy of Windows


• All accessories given to you upon completion 


• RGB if desired


• Full technical and hardware support. See details below 


Pricing: Please let us know if there is a budget that you’d like us to be aware of before 
quoting. We only use the highest components available. This ensures a great user 
experience with the PC, reliability and longevity. These components may not be the 
cheapest available, but will provide you with the best experience and minimizes the 
chance of a repair down the line after ownership. All parts that we recommend are from 
reputable manufactures and provide great quality and craftsmanship. Most of our PCs 
start at a price of $1,000 and go up from there. Additionally, there is a labor charge of 
$75.00 per hour for the building of PC


Warranty: All parts are warrantied through the manufactures warranty. Some 
components may be warrantied longer than others. As such, when we quote your PC, 
we will include all warranty information prior to purchase of parts. Additionally, you will 
get free remote support over the course of the first year of ownership should 
something go wrong with Windows or if you simply have a quick question. 
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